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Prevention over curative

Strategies toward ending preventable maternal mortality

What are PRISCA 2 and PRISCA3 tests and when they must be done?

The national screening program for early detection of breast cancer has began

Prevention
ov

er

An effective implementation of the
preventive programs financed by the
state, as well as the access to qual
ity antenatal health services. That
will significantly reduce the mortali
ty among newborns. The mortality oc
cur because of the inadequate and not
on time reaction by the all stakehold
ers in the chain of the health system.

The monitoring and the evaluation
tool that NRC is working on is actual
ly a step towards effective and quali
tative health protection, that is more
than necessary to all of us. Our vision
are health and qualitative services
available to all citizens, but most of all
available to the vulnerable groups –
mothers, children, poor people.

The health as an important factor in a
human’s life is very important. There
fore, our team in the last eight years
in a row, through various activities, re
search, enter in Roma settlements and
represents and advocate for the voice
of the Roma people in Macedonia.

In front of the competent institutions
of Republic of Macedonia we present
concrete data collect from our terrain
work, we recommend and we advo
cate for equal access to health servic
es for the most vulnerable, mothers,
children and for those who are strug
gling with financial difficulties.

In the past period we have met with
representatives from the Macedonian
Assembly, we have met with represen
tatives from the Ministry for health,
we have managed to cooperate with
international organizations – The
World Health Organization, the United
Nations, the European Commission…
In this edition of EDNO Magazine you
will find information about the activi
ties of National Roma Centrum, about
our field work and especially work
of our info – points, about questions
addressed by the citizens, as well as
about the preventive measures that
are undertaken both, on national and
international level.
Because we all ONE and we equally
deserve the right to qualitative life in
a society that we live in.

Sebihana Skenderovska
Coordinator of the health program in
National Roma Centrum

BLADE

The prevention as part of the pub
lic health is very important element
and we are active in that part partic
ularly. Raising awareness among the
population, creating policies that will
strengthen the preventive services,
significantly will raise the level of the
health among all affected citizens.

curative

7th of April

World’s Health Day

NEWS

Info points to better inform the Roma women
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In order to inform better about the gy
naecological examinations and better
inform about the rights that the Roma
women have while pregnant, National
Roma Centrum (NRC) from Kumanovo
within the project „Through increased
voice to better health services for the
Roma women – continuationˮ has es
tablished three mobile info points in
the Roma communities in Kumano
vo, Stip and Kocani. The project in
these three cities will be implemented
till the end of this year and it has only
one main goal – to provide a chance to
those who are the most vulnerable –
newborns and mothers.

Analyses made by NRC, based on data
about the situation on a terrain gave
a direction where should we cat and
what kind of activities we must under
take. The lack of information, admin
istrative obstacles and not recognizing
their own health rights are problems
that many Roma women are facing
with. And not only them, but also other
ethnic communities in a reproductive
period. Especially those who are mem
bers of vulnerable families. The influ
ence of the austerity, which is a world’s
problem affects mostly the vulnerable
mothers and newborns. That is why

we are working to help the Roma com
munity and women aged from 15 to
49. We cooperate with all relevant in
stitutions to reach only one goal – to
help where that is most needed.

„What services are free of charge and
which ones their chosen gynaecolo
gist may charge, which tests must be
done during the pregnancy, to whom
they can address in order to get free
PAP test, how can they achieve bet
ter health services, how many times
they need to visit gynaecologist during
pregnancy, how can they choose a gyn
aecologist, why the health insurance
is terminated?” These are some of the
questions that Roma women and oth
er affected citizens had asked to the
info – points that National Roma Cen
trum (NRC) have opened in Kumano
vo, Stip and Kocani, within the proj
ect „Through increased voice to better
health services for the Roma women –
continuation”.
Along with the raising awareness
about the importance of information
of our target group, about their rights,
obligations and duties, but also of a
health workers, we work on an analy
sis about the condition on terrain and

seek for effective suggestions and solu
tions and how they can be implement
ed in practice, especially their preven
tive health services for pregnant wom
en from Roma nationality, as well as so
cially vulnerable women in Republic of
Macedonia. Decreasing the mortality of
newborns is still a NRC’s priority and
that we plan to do through monitoring
the access to qualitative and guaran
teed antenatal, prenatal and postnatal
health services.
At the same time, a group of experts
develops a methodology and along
with the NRC’s team is trying to find
the most effective solutions for realiza
tion of the preventive health services,
that will be functional in practice and
they will be used by the Roma wom
en and by all women who from various
reasons are in vulnerable position.
-The World’s Health Day, 7th of April is
initiated by the World Health Organi
zation in order to increase the aware
ness massively for health risks and
problems that people are exposed on
a global level. Each year, 7th of April is
dedicated to a certain theme. Diet and
food storage in a safe way is this year’s
campaign. But, the reality takes us in

another direction and we must asks our
selves: How many of the pregnant women
that are economically and socially vulnera
ble have access to a healthy and safe food?
One mother from Bitola says: For 50 denars,
today I can buy a milk for my child, I can
not give these money for a gynaecological
examination. Unfortunately, many mothers
are forced to think and act that way. May the
World’s Health Day this year unite people so
that they can show solidarity to those who
don’t have food, don’t have safe food and
don’t have access to health services!, recom
mends Sebihana Skenderovska, coordinator
of the project „Through a promotion of equal
approach to qualitative and effective health
services for all – continuation”.

Therefore, our motto is that the informa
tion, the data that will be transferred di
rectly on a terrain, increasing the aware
ness through a campaign, monitoring
and cooperation with all relevant institu
tions is the path towards the success for
help to those who need the most.
All that to the general public, through de
tailed information about the project activi
ties willbe published in the EDNO Magazine,
an online platform of our project - http://
www.ednomagazine.com/.
Happy 7th of April, World’s Health Day!

The project „Through a promotion of equal
approach to qualitative and effective health
services for all – continuation” is financed by
the Foundation Institute Open Society
Macedonia.

АКТУЕЛНО

We are all aware how important it is that
the present and future mothers and their
newborns eat healthy and safe food. But,
we urge you all to think for a moment, how
these mothers that are our target group in
the project, and who survive with the money
from the social welfare from 1.000 to 3.000
denars per months, and who can’t afford to
pay one echo gynaecological examination
feeding themselves and how difficult is for
them to provide a piece of bread for their
children?

INTERVIEW
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The health insurance,
the most
burning problem
The health insurance, unequal treatment of using health services, immunization of Roma
children, improving the access to gynaecological services, engagement of the health workers
from Roma nationality are the priority areas where there is a need to act, says Senad Memedi
from the Department for European integrations in the Ministery for health in the interview
for the EDNO Magazine.
ONE: Are there any novelties and
what are they if any in the National strategy for the Roma, in
the part for health?
Senad MEMEDI: If we compare the
National strategy for Roma from
2004 and the latest one from 2014,
in the part of health we can notice
that in the most of the part are de
tected the same problems that the
Roma population in Macedonia is
facing. The health insurance, un
equal treatment of using health ser
vices, immunization of Roma chil
dren, improving the access to gyn
aecological services, engagement
of the health workers from Roma
nationality are the priority ar
eas where there is a need to act.

The expected results of the imple
mentation of the planned activi
ties present in the new Strategy,
again are set up and defined gener
ally because of the lack of the base
line data about the health status of
the Roma in Macedonia. The prob
lem remained the same during the
preparation of the strategy from
2004.

ONE: What are the most complex, the most difficult areas that
should be systematically covered? Healt insurance, (non)discrimination, access to the health
services and health workers, immunization or?

Senad MEMEDI: The health prob
lems, those while using the health
services that the Roma population
is facing with are the same and they
are clearly defined in the Strategy,
and some of them are already men
tioned in your question. It is real
ly hard to point out one burning is
sue that should be prioritized. But,
if I need to mention one, I will say it
is the health insurance. I think that
it is necessary simplifying the pro
cedure for acquiring the right for
health insurance and adequate legal
changes to overcome the problems
that the citizens are facing with and
those who were point out by the
civil sector.

tions for the women from this mu
nicipality. Of course, that is a tempo
rary solution. Within the same pro
gram in 2014 there were many ac
tivities for the Roma women, but be
cause of the very low interest for
some of the activities, they are not
planned for 2015 any more.

ONE: Is there a noted success with
the Roma health mediators?

ONE: What is the plan for 2015
regarding the health services for
the Roma women from the category of social and economically
vulnerable groups?
Senad MEMEDI: Having on mind
that this problem is lasting for many

years – and that is not having a gyn
aecological hospital in the munici
pality of Suto Orizari, the Program
for active health protection of moth
ers and children have assumed this
activity in 2015 as well and that is
securing a gynaecological that once
a week will performing examina

INTERVIEW

Senad Memedi
from the Department for European integration
in the Ministry for health
of Republic of Macedonia

Senad MEMEDI: The project –
Roma health mediators started in
2013 and it is a result of a success
ful cooperation between the Min
istry for health and the civil sector.
The goal of this project is improv
ing the health status of the Roma
population through easing the ac
cess to health and social services,
establishing an upper level of trust
in a patient – doctor relationship
and establishing habits for taking
care of their own health condition
and the others. The mediators have
wide domain of acting and through
their work they are solving some
of the most burning issues that the
Roma people in Macedonia are fac
ing with. Up until now, they have
reached great success in detect
ing unimmunized Roma children or
children that have not received all of
the mandatory vaccines, help with
the requiring the right for health in
surance, help with the choice of the
doctor, as well as informing the ac
cess to free of charge health services
that are available in the preventive
and curative programs of the Minis
try for health. At the moment there
are total 14 Roma health mediators,
present in 10 municipalities. In the
following period, it is planned that
number to be bigger both with the
Roma mediators and the municipal
ities.

SUTO ORIZARI
without a gynaecologist

NEWS

This was noted in the annual report for the level of securing respect, improvement
and protection of human freedom and rights for 2014 by the Ombudsman
of Republic of Macedonia
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„We are worried regarding the sit
uation upon the number of citi
zens who seek protection from
the Ombudsman compared with
the number of citizens in Repub
lic of Macedonia. The data about
received complaints show that
citizens are facing with great dif
ficulties in procedures with the
public administration, courts,
jails, police and organs and orga
nizations that have public autho
rization etc.” This was announced
by the Ombudsman of Repub
lic of Macedonia Idzet Memeti, on
the presentation of the annual re
port on the level of securing re
spect, improvement and protec
tion of human freedom and rights
for 2014.
The Ombudsman has acted upon
total 4.995 complaints, out of
which in 2014 there were 4.249
and the rest 746 were transferred
from 2013. The number of com
plaints is increased by around

400 cases that is indicative that
more and more people are seek
ing protection from the Ombuds
man.

aecological services. The Ministry
for health, in July 2014, has pro
vided a gynaecological ambulance
that is providing services from
one gynaecologist, once a week,
In the report, among the other,
but it did not provide personal
are noted the following irregular gynaecologist so that the women
ities:
can continuously and on a qual
ity scale fulfil their reproductive
THE MUNICIPALITY SUTO ORIZ- health rights.
ARI IS WITHOUT GYNEACOLOGIST AND THE GIRSLS AND
UNTIMELY PAYMENT OF THE
WOMEN ARE MANAGING THE
CASH ENTITLEMENTS FROM
ONLY WAY THEY KNOW
THE SOCIAL WELFARE HAS
COMPROMIZED THE LIVELIThere is still no gynaecologist in
HOOD OF THE USERS
municipality of Suto Orizari. Al
though in the program of the Min The Ombudsman noted untimely
istry for health there is a plan for
payment of the cash entitlements
securing a gynaecologist ambu
from the state social welfare, onelance, it is still not implemented
time financial support, perma
in practice, therefore, the wom
nent financial aid, assistance and
en from this municipality were
care from another person, pa
forced to choose gynaecologists
rental allowance for a third child,
in other municipalities, but they
conditional cash compensation
are not satisfied from the servic
and subsidies for electricity. In
es and illegal charging of the gyn ter-municipality centres for so

NEWS

cial work are transferring the re
sponsibility to the Ministry for
labour and social politics and the
Ministry haven’t undertook some
significantly important measures
for regular payment, especial
ly the cash that they need to pay
retroactively for the beneficiaries
of the social welfare.

THE CENTRES FOR SOCIAL
WORK CAN NOT FULFIL THEIR
OWN DECISIONS
Because of the conflicting rela
tions and hostility among the di
vorced/separated parents, chil
dren become victims by the re
stricting regulation for seeing the
parent that they live with.
The relevant centres for social

work most often suggest the par
ents to follow the obligation to
obey the decision for seeing the
child or they refer the parents
to visit a Council sessions, but in
many cases they fail to protect
the child and his right of equal
ground to establish contacts with
both of the parents and to have
personal relations and contacts
with the parent that the child is
living with on a regular basis.

The Info – points raised
many questions

NEWS

The Roma community in Kumanovo, Stip and Kocani pointed out that is not
well informed, nor knows where to address their problems regarding their
basic health rights
„What services are free of charge and which ones their chosen
gynaecologist may charge, which tests must be done during the
pregnancy, to whom they can address in order to get free
PAP test, how can they achieve better health servic
es, how many times they need to visit gynae
cologist during pregnancy, how can they
choose a gynaecologist, why the health
insurance is terminated?” These are
some of the questions that Roma
women and other affected citizens
had asked to the info – points
that National Roma Centrum
(NRC) have opened in Kumano
vo, Stip and Kocani, within the
project „Through increased
voice to better health servic
es for the Roma women – con
tinuation”.
„Based on my meetings with
the families I have reached a
conclusion that some women
during their pregnancy have vis
ited gynaecologist once or twice.
Therefore, it is important to in
form them about the regular gynae
cological check-ups and we must inform
them about their rights and obligations”,
informs Sabina Asanova, responsible for in
forming the Roma community at the info – point
in Stip.
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„Insufficient informing about the contraceptive measures and
the habit of not using them leads to unwanted pregnancy, that
in the most cases ends with an abortion. There are many cases

among the young Roma women that are choosing the abortion
at least once a year”, concludes Fatima Ramadanovska, respon
sible for informing the Roma community at the info –
point in Kumanovo. She also stresses out that
there is a need for greater information of
the patient’s and health rights among
Roma women.

„The lack of financial sustain
ability, many pregnant wom
en do not visit gynaecolo
gist on a regular basis and
they cannot afford to do
the check-up for the tri
mester in Skopje, which
is mandatory because
of the detailed exami
nation of the baby”, in
forms Serdjat Idikj, re
sponsible for informing
the Roma community at
the info – point in Kocani.

The info – points are estab
lished with one main goal
– to improve and to increase
the information about the gyn
aecological check – ups and intro
ducing the rights of the Roma women
during their pregnancy. NRC assessment
proved correct and on time because the com
mu nities in all three cities showed that they are not well in
formed or are not informed at all, nor knows where they can
address their problems in order to achieve their basic health
rights.

USAID’s project for legal
help for women
The Association for Emancipation, Solidarity and Equality of Women – ESE
in partnership with Open gate – La Stada and the coalition „Sexual and health
rights of marginalized communities” are the organizations that will
implement this project

The USAID’s project for legal help for
women is three years lasting project
that will be implemented by the As
sociation for Emancipation, Solidarity
and Equality of Women – ESE in part
nership with Open gate – La Stada and
the coalition „Sexual and health rights
of marginalized communities”. The
project is in line with the international
standards for human rights protection
and will contribute for improvement
of the legal processes for protection of
the women – victims and increasing of
the public awareness about the con
sequences of the misuse of the human
rights of the women.
„We are all agents of the changes, re
gardless wither we are working on a
local level, in the communities or as

part of big governmental institution.
With mutual efforts we can raise the
awareness, change the attitudes and
to protect the victims from any kind
of violence: physical, emotional, phys
iological and financial”, said Michael

Stievater, the Director in the USAID’s
office for development.

During the implementation of the proj
ect, actual legal processes connected
with violence and discrimination over

NEWSLETTER

On 31 March, in the hotel Holliday Inn
in Skopje, there was a press – con
ference for promotion of the USAID’s
project for legal help for women. The
main goal of the project is securing ad
equate legal protection of the women –
victims of violence and discrimination,
domestic violence, women trafficking,
sexual violence and sex workers.

NEWSLETTER
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women will be monitored,
the organizations will es
timate the level of the le
gal protection over vulner
able categories of victim
ized women, increasing
the capacities of the judg
es for implementation of
the international standards
for protection of the wom
en human rights, present in
the United Nation’s Conven
tion for elimination of any
kind of discrimination over
women, increasing the lev
el of information of the vic
tims about the legal pro
cesses for protection of vi
olence and discrimination,
preparation of recommen
dations for improving the
relevant legal framework
(aligned with the specif
ic needs of different catego
ries of victims), strengthen
ing the capacities of the civ
il organizations for appli
cation of the internation
al and regional mechanisms
for protection of the women
human rights (the option
al protocol towards Unit
ed Nation’s Convention for
elimination of any kind of
discrimination over wom
en and the European court
for human rights), initiation
of individual cases for stra
tegic advocacy and securing
free of charge legal advic
es and support of women,
victims of violence and dis
crimination.
http://esem.org.mk/in
dex.php/shto-rabotimesega/1195-promocijana-proektot-na-usaid-zapravna-zashtita-na-zenite.
html

Strategies toward ending
preventable maternal mortality

That is why the United Nations agen
cies, donors, country stakeholders
and other development partners met
in Bangkok, Thailand for a “Consul
tation on targets and strategies for
ending preventable maternal mortal
ity (EPMM)”. The discussions were
the culmination of earlier technical
consultations that employed specific
analytical methods to define feasible
maternal mortality targets.
To prioritize equity at the country
level, expanded and improved equi
ty measures should be developed to
accurately track efforts to eliminate
disparities in MMR between subpop
ulations within all countries.

Country targets: The MMR target of
less than 70 by 2030 applies at the
global level but not necessarily for in
dividual countries. The following sets
of national targets are recommended:

For countries with MMR less than
420 in 2010 (the majority of coun
tries worldwide): reduce the MMR
by at least two thirds from the 2010
baseline by 2030.
For all coun
tries with
baseline
MMR great
er than 420
in 2010: the
rate of de
cline should
be steeper so
that in 2030,
no country
has an MMR
greater than
140.
For all coun
tries with
low baseline

MMR in 2010: achieve equity in MMR
for vulnerable populations at the
subnational level.
Target-setting is accompanied by the
need for improved mea
surement approaches
and data quality to allow
more accurate tracking
of country progress as
well as causes of death.
To contextualize the tar
gets and allow collabor
ative strategic planning
and best practice shar
ing at the regional level,
it may be appropriate, in
some regions, to define
more ambitious targets.
http://who.int/repro
ductivehealth/topics/
maternal_perinatal/
epmm/en/

A VIEW OUTSIDE

As the 2015 target date for the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) nears,
ending preventable maternal mortality (EPMM) remains an unfinished agenda and
one of the world’s most critical challenges despite significant progress over the
past decade. Although maternal deaths worldwide have decreased by 45% since
1990, 800 women still die each day from largely preventable causes before, during,
and after the time of giving birth. Ninety-nine per cent of preventable maternal
deaths occur in low- and middle-income countries.

What are PRISCA 2
and PRISCA 3 tests

?

AND WHEN THEY MUST BE DONE

NEWS

Taken from http://bebeboom.mk/
In the 12th week of pregnancy, very
important ultrasound examination
should be done, where your doc
tor checks the length of the fold of
the fetal neck (the length of the nu
chal tube), is nasal bone present and
among others, the doctor assess the
risk of the Down syndrome. After
this chek up, it is best from the 13th
and 13,5 week of pregnancy to make
a Double test – PRISCA 2, which can
be done with a blood from a vein of
the pregnant woman.

This test is measuring the level of
present hormones in the mother’s
blood, alpha-fetoprotein AFP, free es
triol UEZ and HCG, which indicate a
possible risk of chromosomal abnor
malities.
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If your doctor estimates that it is nec
essary, after 15 weeks of pregnancy,
the mother must do the Triple test PRISCA 3 test. This test can be made
if the pregnant woman haven’t done
the previous test, the Double test.

How much the Double and Triple
tests are reliable and trustworthy?
The degree of reliability and certain
ty in the Double test that is usually
done from the 15th till the 20th week
of pregnancy is 65%, while the reli
ability and certainty in the Triple test
which is done at the same period of
time if between 75 – 78%. But, it is
worth to mention the fact that the re
liability of early Double test PRISCA 1
which needs to be done in 12th week
of pregnancy is increased to 80%.
What these tests show?

Based on ultrasound at 12th week
of pregnancy and if the Double and
Triple test show the overall risk of
Down syndrome and other chro
mosomal abnormalities in the fe
tus, such as Edwards syndrome and
if it transpires that there is a serious
chance for chromosome disorders, in
particular, if the results of the Triple
test are abnormal, your doctor will

refer you to do an analysis of amniot
ic fluid-amniocentesis.

Previously, there was a thinking that
during pregnancy the mother’s and
a baby’s blood do not mix. But, it
is proven that some number of the
mother’s cells are present in the fe
tus’s blood and vice versa, some cells
of the fetus (fetal cells) are present in
the mother’s blood.
Pregnant women between 11 and
13.6 weeks of pregnancy are doing
double hormonal test called PRIS
CA 1 (in 5 ml venous blood, deter
mines two parameters - free BHCG
and PAPP-A.). These values are put
into computer program along with
the mother’s age, the size of the fetus
and the neck’s valuables, so that we
can calculate the risk for Down syn
drome. And if the reference is bigger
than 1:300, we advise karyotyping.
The triple eliminatory test, based on
the concentrations of the three pa

rameters - (AFP) (hCG) and free es
triol (uE3) levels in pregnant wom
an, along with the age of the preg
nant woman, and the correct data for
determined relative pregnancy risk
for Down’s syndrome. The test can
be performed between 15-20 weeks
pregnant, and is among the most re
liable tests and it’s most accurate at
16-18 week when UC measured di
ameter is between 32 and 44 mm.
The values of the chromosomes with
a help of a computer program are

aligned in a correlation with the age
of the pregnant woman, certain ul
trasound measurements of the fetus,
are you a smoker, diabetic, have got
pregnant with some procedure and
having on mind all of that, you get a
result of certain variability of exis
tence of chromosome disorders.
The triple eliminatory test, besides
eliminating the risk of Down’s syn
drome, can show a higher risk of
possible major irregularities in the

development of the neural tube
(anenncephalia, myelomeningocel
la). In those cases, the concentration
of AFP is very increased. The test
has no valuable use in pregnancies
where the woman is receiving insu
lin.
The fully article can be found on the
following link: http://bebeboom.
mk/dabl-i-tripl-test-priska-2-i-pris
ka3/

NEWS

The national screening
program for early detection
of breast cancer has began

NEWS

The mammographic screening, which is free of charge for each woman is a periodical
monitoring examination of mammography of apparently healthy women without symptoms
of cancer present, in order to detect the disease in its preclinical stage.
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The minister for health Nikola Todo
rov, on a press conference at the beg
ging of April said that the mammogra
phy screening will be organized in 17
health institutions throughout the coun
try, that are equipped with mam
mography devices, among which
are health institutions Zeleznicar
and Skopje, the City general hos
pital 8 September, health facili
ty Zelezara, health institutions in
Negotino, Vevcani, Sveti Nikole,
Kratovo, Resen, Berovo, Pehce
vo, the general hospitals in Veles,
Strumica, Struga and Kicevo, as
well as clinical hospitals in Bitola
and Tetovo.
He pointed out that in this action
will be included as well the Clin
ic for surgical diseases Sv. Naum
Ohridski, as well as hospitals in Ohrid,
Prilep, Kavadarci, Kocani and Stip for
which there is an ongoing purchase for
new mammography machines. They
will be purchased with the money they
had secured with their savings from the
insulin purchase and stripes for mea
suring the insulin level in blood. He ex
plained that the screening will be done
by trained technologists and doctors
specialized in the field of radiology.

Out of nearly 200 screenings, in the gen
eral hospital in Strumica were conduct
ed 20 screenings, in the clinical hospital
in Bitola – 15, at the Clinic of radiology
– 17, Health centre Resen – 20, Health

for mammography screening around
250.000 women aged 50-69 by the end
of 2016, said Todorov.
At first, he said, the institutions invite
the women by telephone and after that
the practice of written announcement
with addressed invitation for every
woman will be established.

He emphasized that the examina
tions are scheduled in specific terms,
and usually the terms on working days
terms are after 2 pm, and some institu
tions are scheduling terms during the
weekends, too.

centre Kratovo – 19, Health centre –
20 screenings and only on 7th of April,
there were 92 screenings done.

- Initially, the mammographic screen
ing will include women aged 50 years
(around 14,000 women) who are in the
group of asymptomatic women (ap
parently healthy) and women who, ac
cording to data from the system Moj
Termin, did mammography control in
the last two years. It is planned to invite

-In average, in the institutions where
there is a larger number of doctors
– radiologists, there are around 160
terms for mammography screening per
month, while in other, around 80 terms
per month. The chosen doctors are al
ready informed about this activity and
additionally we will prepare some edu
cational materials in order to increase
the turnout of the women. Every inter
ested woman that fits in the category for
screening can address to the Ministry
for health on (02)15 444 or send a mes
sage via mail - mamografijaskrining@
zdravstvo.gov.mk and leave information
for contact, said Todorov.
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